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Cities are not museums

Andro Vlahušić, Mayor of Dubrovnik
The Challenge of Historical and Cultural Cities:

Update their urban image
Maintaining their peculiar characteristics
In 1930 in Paris only 1 apt out of 9 had private sanitation accommodation
URBAN REGENERATION
Cities have to build on their own past to prepare the future.

The specific attractiveness of a given city has to be seen in the context of a forward-looking scenario as an element of broader urban transition.
URBAN TRANSITION
URBAN AGENDA
REALITY
CAPACITIES
OBJECTIVES
“We are not going to build a “faux” Venice. We're going to build what is essentially the real Venice”

Sheldom Adelson, 1997
From now to 2030, every year 150 million people will enter the “Middle Class”
Governing Development
Aknowledge the new costraints
Find wise solutions that carry short term advantages
RESILIENT PEOPLE
RESILIENT PLANET
A FUTURE WORTH CHOOSING